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Structure of the Editorial

Drug regulatory bodies in the recent era have emerged as an important governing body for maintaining safety and efficacy of social health. It plays the major role starting from initial establishment of a pharmaceutical industry to safeguard the marketed drug. It controls the overall quality system chain of a pharmaceutical product, which is to be purchased and utilized by the public in need.

DRA abides strict guidelines for various pharmaceutical bodies ensuring the compliance with regulations for proper quality management of a marketed drug. It’s a mammoth task for pharma sector to ensure quality with output and profit along with cGMP compliances. Recently, the news flashed of penance to generic icon Ranbaxy Ltd., accused of misreporting and breaching cGMP guidelines leading to shut down of its sales and foreign trade. This shows the weightage of DRA in global pharma sector.

Introduction of newly evolved pharmacovigilance (PV) multi nationally, has brought a radical change in adverse drug reaction (ADR) monitoring. Propagation of PV activities has enabled the clinicians provide the effective decisions in ADR monitoring and rational drug use. DRA stretches its hand even to Research & Development sector of pharmaceutical industries that has enabled the research personnel look at benefit-risk ratios of a drug molecule and finally launching the molecule for empowering human health pedigree.

Center for drug and evaluation research (CDER) a USFDA regulatory body comprising of experienced health care professionals, who piece together the overall activity of NDA and ANDA filling for new drug and generics which in turn allows the best drug in the international market. Thus, DRA acts as a powerhouse to global pharma sector, pumping enthusiasm and guidance to produce quality products. Moreover, DRA with some of its liberal approach to a new drug discovery, not only benefits mankind but also encourages the innovative ideas to make this world a better place to live in.
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